Non-invasive marks including pigmentation patterns, acquired scars, and 2 genetic markers, are often used to identify individuals in mark-recapture exper- 
1 Introduction than 3300 contributors. Further details on the study site, the observation protocols, 121 and the algorithms for matching photographs are provided in Holmberg et al. (2009) .
122
We model only the data collected from the northern ecotourism zone of NMP The challenge in modeling this data is that some encounter histories are unobservable 142 so that the recorded histories may not reflect the true histories of the encountered 143 individuals. Suppose that an individual's true encounter history is 00L0B0R0. This 144 history is not observable because the two sides of the individual were never pho-145 tographed simultaneously and the marks on its right and left sides cannot be linked.
146
Instead, the individual will contribute two observed histories to the data -00L0L000 
165
To account for the uncertainty in the true encounter histories when modeling the 166 demographics of the population we adapt the LMM of Link et al. (2010) . This model 167 applies when the latent counts of the true histories follow a multinomial distribution 168 and determine the observed counts through a known, linear relationship. Suppose 169 that L unique histories were observed, let n j be the number of times that the j th 170 history was observed, and set n = (n 1 , . . . , n L ) T . Further, suppose that there are 171 L * true histories that could have generated the observed histories, let n * j be the 172 number of individuals with the j th true history, and set n * = (n * 1 , . . . , n * L * ) T . The
173
LMM supposes first that n = An * for some fixed matrix A and second that n * has 174 a multinomial distribution whose density, f (n * |n * , θ), depends on n * , representing
175
either the total population size or the number of unique individuals encountered,
176
and the vector of parameters θ. The likelihood for this model is proportional to the 177 probability of n given both n * and θ and is computed by summing f (n * |n * , θ) over 178 all possible configurations of n * that satisfy equation (??) and produce the correct 179 value of n * (n * = n * j ). Evaluating this sum directly is generally not possible, and,
180
instead, Link et al. (2010) applies Bayesian inference treating n * as a random variable 181 and sampling from the joint posterior distribution
where π(n * , θ) is the chosen prior for n * and θ.
183
To apply the LMM to our problem, we need to identify the set of possible true encounter so that the complete vector of observed counts is n = (n 1 T , n 2 T , n 3 T ) T .
193
The additional entries in the set of possible true histories are then generated by com-
194
bining each row of W 1 with each row of W 2 , as described above. of true counts is n * = (n * 1
200
The set of linear constraints mapping n * to n is then obtained by considering
201
how each true history contributes to each observed history. Specifically, the number 202 of times that a history in W 1 or W 2 , say w, is observed must equal the sum of the 203 counts for all of the true histories that could have generated w. These constraints 204 are determined by the set of L linear equations it easier to sample from the posterior distribution, as described in Section 3.3.
210
As an example, suppose that the observed data comprises the six histories listed 211 in the top of 
The free parameters are n * 7 , . . . , n * 10 and these values are bounded so that 0 ≤ n * 7 ≤ 218 min(n 1 , n 3 ), 0 ≤ n * 8 ≤ min(n 2 , n 3 ), 0 ≤ n * 9 ≤ min(n 1 , n 4 ), and 0 ≤ n * 10 ≤ min(n 2 , n 4 ).
219
[ other factors).
236
The process of observing individuals is then modeled in terms of two further sets 237 of parameters: 1) the probability that an individual is captured/encountered given 238 that it is present in the study area and 2) the conditional probabilities of each event.
239
Specifically, we define p k to be the probability that an individual is photographed 240 at least one time during occasion k given that it is present, k = 1, . . . , K, and ρ j 241 to be the probability that the individual is photographed from the left-side only
242
(j = 1), from the right-side only (j = 2), from both sides simultaneously at least once 243 (j = 3), or from both sides but never simultaneously (j = 4) during period k. This and capture probabilities were assigned prior distributions
where HT denotes the half t-distribution with 3 degrees of freedom and scale pa-257 rameter .9. These hyperparameters were chosen because they provide distributions 258 that are close to uniform on (0, 1) for both the hierarchical means, µ φ and µ p , and 259 the base demographic parameters, φ k and p k . The recruitment probabilities were 260 assigned prior distributions of the form
and the number of unique individuals encountered was assigned the discrete uni-263 form prior on 0, . . . , M for some M guaranteed not to be smaller than n * . This 264 is satisfied by the data dependent prior n
n j , but the exact value does not affect our computations.
266
Finally, the conditional event probabilities were assigned a Dirichlet prior with pa-267 rameter α = 1 4 implying that ρ 1 , ρ 2 , ρ 3 , and ρ 4 were marginally distributed a priori 268 with identical beta distributions having mean .25 and probability .9 between .00 and
269
.86. All prior distributions were assumed independent.
270
An MCMC algorithm for sampling from the distribution in (1) can then be im-271 plemented as follows. Letting n * (k) , n * (k) , and θ (k) , denote the values sampled on the 272 k th iteration, the values on the next iteration are generated in two steps:
ii) sampling a new value for n * 411 from {0, . . . , min(n 11 , n 21 )} according to some
iii) ensuring the constraints in equation (2) remain satisfied by setting
, and
iv) rejecting n * if n * 11 < 0 or n * 21 < 0 and otherwise accepting n * and setting 281 n * (curr) = n * and n * (curr) = n * with probability:
given n * (k+1) and n * (k+1) through a series of Metropolis-Hastings (MH) 285 steps appropriate for the selected model.
286
The steps for updating each element of n * in this algorithm have an intuitive inter-287 pretation. In step i), a new count is proposed for one of the unobservable histories.
288
In step ii), the counts of the corresponding observed histories in W 1 and W 2 are ad-289 justed to maintain the correct observed counts. The new proposal is rejected immedi-
290
ately if this produces negative counts, and otherwise, a MH accept-reject step is con-
in which case the proposal, n * is accepted whenever the likelihood is increased,
294
This MCMC sampling algorithm was implemented in JAGS using the rjags in-
295
terface to the R software package (Plummer, 2003 (Plummer, , 2011 Team, 2012) . Three chains
296
were run in parallel in order that convergence could be monitored with the Gelman-
297
Rubin-Brooks (GRB) diagnostic (Brooks and Gelman, 1998) simulated random values of φ k and f k , k = 1, . . . , K − 1, under one of three schemes -
, .1) and log(f ) ∼ N (log(.9), .1). 
and then computing summary statistics from the new chain φ two-sided model but would not achieve the nominal coverage probability.
341
One hundred data sets for this scenario were generated under the assumption that 
. . , K − 1, computed as a derived parameter.
416
Although the 95% credible intervals for λ k cover 1.00 for all k, the point estimates
417
are greater than 1.00 for the first two periods, close to 1.00 in the next three periods, 
423
[ of n * is shown in Figure 1 and compared with the prior distribution of n * generated by and were run for sufficiently long to obtain reliable summary statistics.
448
The plots in Figure 2 compare inferences for the survival, recruitment, and growth
449
rates from the four alternative models. Posterior means from the four models are all 450 very similar and the 95% credible intervals for all parameters overlap considerably.
451
Comparison of the widths of the 95% credible intervals from the left-and right-side and credible intervals will be narrower but still achieve the nominal coverage rate.
473
In contrast, the apparent gain from combining estimators computed separately for 474 each mark under the assumption of independence is artificial and credible/confidence 475 intervals computed by these methods will not achieve the nominal coverage rate -476 particularly when the probability that both marks are seen simultaneously is high and that the prior on n * must also be modified by increasing M to allow n * to be larger 497 than the number of observed histories.
498
Our model can also be extended to combine data from any number of marks 499 by expanding the set of constraints, and we expect that including more marks will 500 strengthen differences between the alternative methods seen in the simulation study.
501
The ratio between the median width of the credible intervals from the one-sided model The plots on the left-side of the figure compare the posterior means (points) and 95% credible intervals (vertical lines) of the survival probability (top), recruitment rate (middle), and population growth rate (bottom) obtained from the four models. The plots on the right side of the figure display the posterior standard deviations from the three alternative models relative to the posterior standard deviation from the twosided model. Results from the two-sided model are represented by the circles, from the left-side photographs only by the upward pointing triangle, from the right-side photographs only by the downward pointing triangles, and from combined inference by the diamonds. Table 2 : Performance of the estimates from the three simulation studies. Each column of the table presents the MSE of the posterior mean relative to the MSE of the posterior mean of the one-sided model, and the median width and estimated coverage probability of the 95% credible intervals for the survival probability (φ), recruitment rate (f ), and growth rate (λ) for one of the three models -one-sided (OS), two-sided (TS), or combined-inference (CI). Descriptions of the models are provided in the text in Section 4. 
